In late 2019, a novel coronavirus was identified -- 2019-nCoV \[[@CR1]\]. This is likely the third time in three decades that a zoonotic coronavirus has jumped from infecting animals to humans \[[@CR2]\]. As of today, 213 have died and 9809 have been infected in China with the center of the outbreak being located in Wuhan but now having spread, with confirmed cases twenty-two other countries \[[@CR3]\]. While the fatality rate of 2019-nCoV is less than other recent respiratory virus outbreaks, it remains much higher than other commonly encountered causes of respiratory infection but its full impact is yet undetermined \[[@CR4]\]. The World Health Organization (WHO) has now declared the coronavirus outbreak to be a public-health emergency of international concern.

While augmented intelligence (AI) in healthcare has been widely cited as an important approach to aid in the detection of disease and making clinical diagnosis, this recent outbreak emphasizes the need and opportunity to utilize AI to predict outbreaks. While the use of expert epidemiologists and public health officials cannot be replaced, AI can serve to compile rapidly evolving information to assist public health experts in complex decision-making. Aggregation of social media, news media, rapidly evolving health reports, and other disparate data is a daunting task which AI is poised to overcome. During prior outbreaks, such as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in China in 2003, little real-time data was available \[[@CR5]\]. Now there is an explosion of available data and the tools utilized presently must meet that and overcome the challenge of big data.

AI is not necessarily new to epidemiology. For instance, one group monitoring the informal data sources in the 2019-nCoV outbreak is HealthMap. HealthMap is comprised of a team of researchers, epidemiologists, and software developers at Boston Children's Hospital that is a leader in monitoring informal sources for disease outbreaks and evaluating emerging public threats \[[@CR6]\]. While AI shows promise in the area of aggregation of big data for use in epidemiologic trending, there have been notable failures as well. One well-known example is Google Flu, which utilized search engine queries to improve flu epidemic tracking. The model famously underperformed but this was likely due to poor design of the variables used for prediction \[[@CR7]\]. Since then, other researchers have used the Google's data and other social media data to much more accurately predict the spread of influenza \[[@CR8]\].

BlueDot, a Canadian-based AI company specializing in infectious disease epidemiology, predicted the 2019-nCoV outbreak and sent alerts to its customers on December 31. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) had not warned of the outbreak until January 6 and the first WHO warning was January 9 \[[@CR9]\]. BlueDot has shown previous success as well in prediction of the international spread of Zika virus from Brazil \[[@CR10]\]. During any outbreak, the speed of information gathering and information dissemination is critical to containment of the threat \[[@CR11]\]. The work published by the authors from BlueDot demonstrates the high variety and veracity of data that can be aggregated to make very accurate epidemiologic predictions utilizing AI.

There are other important applications of AI to the ongoing outbreak of 2019-nCoV. Though none have yet been officially announced, AI may assist in development of more accurate symptom checking in order to predict the likelihood of new infection with 2019-nCoV versus other, more benign causes of respiratory illness. AI may be applied to treatment records in order to more quickly home in on the most effective treatment regimens as different approaches are attempted and documented. And, early detection of geographical containment in certain regions that outpace modeled expectations may reveal more effective techniques for containment through near real-time detection of differences in practice.

The 2019-nCov will not be the last epidemic to challenge public health experts. The growth of AI-driven techniques to identify epidemiologic risks early will be key to our improvement of prediction, prevention, and detection of future global health risks. The devastating situation in Wuhan, China and future epidemics will also find value in ongoing research in 2019-nCov case detection, spread prediction, treatment effectiveness, and containment. The wide variety, velocity, and veracity of data now available in crises yield data sets that many researchers will now need to incorporate into evermore complex models. This requires expansion of talent within AI for healthcare applications. AI is no longer a niche research area nor is it a tool for the most advanced healthcare systems only, its global impact on healthcare is real and its potential to save lives in this epidemic as well as future epidemics should not be underestimated. It is critical to the global health of all humankind for the scientific community to embrace AI and leverage its power in securing our collective future.
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